MONTHLY RECORD OF CURRENT EDUCATIONAL PUBLICATIONS.

Compiled by the Library Division, Bureau of Education.

NOTE.

The record comprises a general survey in bibliographic form of current educational literature, domestic and foreign, received during the monthly period preceding the date of publication of each issue.

This office can not supply the publications listed in this bulletin, other than those expressly designated as publications of the Bureau of Education. Books, pamphlets, and periodicals here mentioned may ordinarily be obtained from their respective publishers, either directly or through a dealer, or, in the case of an association publication, from the secretary of the issuing organization. Many of them are available for consultation in various public and institutional libraries.

Publications intended for inclusion in this record should be sent to the library of the Bureau of Education, Washington, D. C.

PROCEEDINGS OF ASSOCIATIONS.


G81. Carnegie foundation for the advancement of teaching. Fourteenth annual report of the president and treasurer. New York City, 1919. 148p. 8°. (Clay Furst, secretary, 576 Fifth Avenue, New York City)

Contains information on recent pension developments, current tendencies in education, the training of teachers, etc.
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Department of County Superintendents.


City and Borough Superintendents.


Library Department.


EDUCATIONAL HISTORY.


This book recounts briefly the development and processes of English educational institutions, presenting such domestic and foreign conditions as have had a direct bearing upon English education. The record in the volume extends from the origins to the opening of the twentieth century.


Thesis (Ph. D.), Columbia university.

Chapter II, p. 20-59, of this book is on Public education, viewed under the headings of History, Common schools, Higher education, and Conclusion.
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FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

Great Britain.


France.


Translated from an editorial article which appeared in L'Illustration, Paris, October 1, 1919. The translator calls attention to the close parallel between the critical situation in the French school and that in the United States.


Italy.
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Canada.


Latin America.


Prepared by Arturo Torres, formerly general superintendent of education in Costa Rica.

EDUCATIONAL THEORY AND PRACTICE.


DeB. Millspaugh's experimental school at the State university, Columbia, Missouri.


This article by the late Jesse F. Millspaugh, for many years president of the Los Angeles State normal school, has been communicated to School and society, with the approval of Mrs. Millspaugh, by Dr. Frank C. Moore, director of the Southern branch of the University of California.

"The characteristics of the pupil of adolescent age. The author contends that "while, under the pressure from the world of business, the schools are making more or less efficient instruments of our boys and girls, they are failing to develop the highest type of manhood and womanhood, because they are uninterested in and therefore are leaving almost untouched and undeveloped large areas of intellectual and social and spiritual capacities."


Wrote an article on a training which not only includes the essentials but one which also includes an appreciation of art, literature, and music.

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY; CHILD STUDY.


A study of child life in various countries and an.


The writer says: We are concerned much with habits, little with habits of work. There is a constant appeal to memorization and reproduction, there is seldom inducement thinking.
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Gives evidence showing that the child of good intellectual ability is also of good physical ability.


EDUCATIONAL TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS.


Says the tests may be utilized as substitutes for some of the tests in this list, but cannot take the place of that scale.


Accompanied by scoring keys and record sheets for the tests.


The value of mental tests in the schools.


Read before the Central association of science and mathematics teachers, November 25, 1919.


Data based on tests of military prisoners at the United States disciplinary barracks, Fort Leavenworth, Kan., in 1918-19.


"Results of an experiment carried on in the first six grades of the Training school in the Winona State normal school in an attempt to solve the problem of individual differences and of retardation.


Describes a group test for the deaf where no language enters.
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736. Proctor, W. M. Psychological tests as a means of measuring the probable school success of high-school pupils. Journal of educational research, 1: 258-70, April 1920.


In addition to the "Examiner's guide," this book presents information concerning the results of psychological examining in the army and indications of the possible uses of similar methods in education and industry.

SPECIAL METHODS OF INSTRUCTION.


A report presented to the French extra parliamentary Commission to study the means of popularizing the application of the moving picture in the various branches of instruction.

742. Grant, Emma B. The power of the project. Primary education, 22: 312-14, April 1920.

Bibliography: p. 214.

Says: "For those who see it in the light and hope of creative work . . . it [the project method] becomes a new gospel of democracy and a weapon against Bolshevism for future generations."


Says: "Thoroughness of concentrating and developing experimental teaching by actual classroom teachers and the feasibility of accepting the socialized recitation as the first point of departure for our present practice for such experimentation."


SPECIAL SUBJECTS OF CURRICULUM.

READING.


Second and third papers of series. Discusses the relation of phonetics to reading.


Speed and comprehension in reading.
ENGLISH AND COMPOSITION.


MODERN LANGUAGES.


ANCIENT CLASSICS.


Outline of the work in Latin that is being attempted in the Mine high school, Albany, N. Y.
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GEOGRAPHY.


The meaning of geography, modern geography, the teaching of geography, and the problem project.
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MATHEMATICS.


SCIENCE.
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786. McPherson, William. Chemical warfare service and chemical teaching. School science and mathematics, 20: 200-209, March 1920. Read before the Central association of science and mathematicians at Lake View high school, Chicago, November 29, 1919. Part II deals with the work of the Chemical warfare service and Part II with the effect of the war upon the teaching of chemistry in our schools and colleges.


788. Smith, R. R. English expression in relation to teaching of science. School science and mathematics, 20: 341-46, April 1920. Criticizes teachers of English because they cannot think inductively and deductively. Con tend that English is taught as a science and not as an art. What is being done intensively at the school of engineering at Madison to teach students to express themselves with facility.


MUSIC.


THRIFT.
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KINDERGARTEN AND PRIMARY SCHOOL.

A few of the advantages which the kindergarten brings to the teacher.

Address given at the kindergarten session, Department of superintendence, N. E. A., Cleveland, Ohio.
Believes that the kindergarten and the first two, and probably the first three, grades, should be consolidated and treated in all respects as a single school.

RURAL EDUCATION.

Continued from February number. Discusses the subjects of geography and history. To be concluded.

Excerpts from an address delivered before the National rural school conference, Cedar Falls, Iowa, February 12, 1920.
The consolidation of rural schools.

801. Foght, H. W. The reconstruction of the rural course of study, a gradual evolution. Rural education, 1: 3-5, February 1920.
Second article in a series.

The writer does not believe in eliminating the curriculum of the grammar school. Says that the rural curriculum and the city curriculum should be as near after as possible.

An abstract of an address given at the Community conference held at the Illinois state normal university, March 24, 1921.
Conditions which make for good rural schools.

804. Rural school messenger, vol. 9, no. 4, March 1920. (Consolidation number)


Recommend course for inclusion in undergraduate work of those preparing for rural service.

SECONDARY EDUCATION.

(University of Illinois bulletin, vol. 17, no. 13, November 24, 1919)
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6. B. R. Buckingham: Intelligence testing for the classification and guidance of high school pupils, p. 72-78.


8. Mabel E. Smallwood: Report on curriculum reconstruction, p. 120-123.


16. B. R. Buckingham: Intelligence testing for the classification and guidance of high school pupils, p. 72-78.


18. Mabel E. Smallwood: Report on curriculum reconstruction, p. 120-123.

19. The outlook for biological science in the reconstruction of secondary education, p. 115-117.


26. B. R. Buckingham: Intelligence testing for the classification and guidance of high school pupils, p. 72-78.
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NORMAL TRAINING.


G. E. Maxwell, chairman.

Recommends certain standards which seem to be basic and of general application regarding training departments in state normal schools.


A paper presented at the Cleveland meeting of the National council of normal school presidents and principals.

TEACHERS' SALARIES AND PROFESSIONAL STATUS.

819. Black, Norman F. A successful campaign for better salaries. School (Toronto) 8: 442-47, April 1920.

Teachers' salaries in Cumin in public elementary schools and high schools.


Opinions of distinguished educators throughout the country on the unionization of teachers and affiliation with the Federation of labor.


Address before the Department of supervision, National education association, Cleveland, Ohio, February 1920, giving objections to teachers affiliating with the American federation of labor.

In the preparation of this paper the writer had possession of and was granted the privilege of using certain statements from an unpublished paper of Mr. R. H. Price. This paper has since been published in School and society, April 13, 1920. See item 830.


Teachers' salaries in Colorado. A handbook for boards of education and teachers. The report of the committee on teachers' salaries of the Colorado education association. To be continued in the April issue.


Why teachers are scarce, better salaries for teachers, other compensations, who should teach, etc.


An analysis of the average salaries now paid to American college and university professors of various grades, based on statistics collected by the U. S. Bureau of education.

826. Jardine, W. M. How shall the supply of teachers for our schools be maintained. 12p. 8°.

An address delivered before the Board of education section of the Council of administration of the Kansas state teachers' association at the annual session at Topeka, January 16-17, 1920.


Paper read before the Cincinnati schoolmasters' club on January 20, 1920.

The opinions of some of the foremost authorities on educational administration from various parts of the United States on the question: "Why do not more men of ability enter the teaching profession?"
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829. Magill, Hugh S. What can be done to hold our school teachers? St. Louis Saturday night, p. 18-19, April 10, 1920.
Reprinted from Collier's weekly. The scarcity of teachers and the proposed national department of education.

Gives objections to teachers affiliating with the American federation of labor.

831. Sierra educational news, vol. 16, no. 4, April 1920. (Teachers' salaries number)

A paper read before the teacher-training section of the West Virginia state education association, November 1919.
Problems involved in the academic preparation and in the professional preparation of teachers and how the problems may be solved.

The tragedy in our present educational situation consists in the breach of trained teachers and the effect they will have on the young citizens of today.

HIGHER EDUCATION.


835. Associated Harvard clubs. Reports of officers and committees for presentation at the twenty-second annual meeting, Washington, D. C., April 30 and May 1, 1920. 29p. 8°. (Supplement to the Harvard alumni bulletin, vol. 22, no. 27, April 1, 1920)

836. Association of American universities. Journal of proceedings and addresses of the twenty-first annual conference, held at Ohio state university, November 7-8, 1919. 95p. 8°. (David A. Robertson, secretary, University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.)

Bibliography: p. 751-766.

Inaugural address given at the University of California, March 23, 1920.

The tasks and difficulties of a college president.

Reprinted from Reed's mirror. Some current conditions in universities.
18
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In the introduction, Dr. Butler commends a careful reading of these papers “not only to the great army of college teachers and college students, but to that still greater army of those who, whether as alumni or as parent or as citizen, are deeply concerned with the preservation of the influence and character of the American college for its effect upon our national standards of thought and action.”


Says “Humanisation, in fact, is what the American college most greatly needs. In technical equipment it stands, on the whole, head and shoulders above the English university. But there is not the personal relation between student and teacher, the eager desire to understand the universe.”


Does not agree with the theory that private benefactions can not or should not be made to state universities. Gives a concrete example showing how private benefactions have broadened the scope of the University of Missouri and enriched its facilities.

SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH.


Describes the activities of the division of anthropology and psychology.


Traces the history of the Royal society of sciences and the Academy of sciences, both of Prague.


SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION.

849. Clement, J. H. Selection of state and county superintendents by some means other than by political party vote. Educational administration and supervision, 6: 1–8, January 1920.

The writer is convinced from the material he has gathered, that the best and most satisfactory method that has been evolved thus far is the one which provides for the selection of State superinten-
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   Labor representation in education. The size of boards of education. The method of selection. Cities changing from system of appointing boards to system of electing boards; Cities changing from system of appointing boards to system of electing boards: The mayor and the board, bipartisan boards, and school elections separate from general elections.

   Discusses the right of the state to turn schoolmaster, supreme, sole director of childhood and youth.

SCHOOL MANAGEMENT.

   Thinks we should develop the possibilities of our present curriculum rather than agitate for a new and untried one. Our instruction should be based on the fundamental instincts so that we may help to cultivate such qualities as kindness, sympathy, tolerance, justice, sincerity, loyalty, reverence, responsibility, love of home and country, moral courage, joy of fellowship, and proper exercise of social instincts and religious impulses.


SCHOOLHOUSES AND GROUNDS.


   The Franklin school, Port Arthur, Texas.


   The features that the modern school building should possess in order that it may fill the requirements of a typical community school.

89. Thorson, A. A. The present outlook of the school furniture situation. National school building journal, 2: 5-8, February 1920.
   The reasons for increased prices on school furniture and conditions contributing to the scarcity of furniture.

SCHOOL HYGIENE AND SANITATION.

   The results of a test of the Beery system of heating and ventilating as installed in the Lincoln school at Rockford, Ill.

   A test made in the schools of Detroit which proved conclusively that mechanical ventilation is superior to open window ventilation.
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PHYSICAL TRAINING.


PLAY AND RECREATION.

Brown, Elwood S. Teaching the world to play. Physical training 17: 270-78, April 1920.

The work of the Young men's Christian association in promoting play in foreign countries.
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SOCIAL ASPECTS OF EDUCATION.


CHILD WELFARE.


MORAL EDUCATION.


RELIGIOUS EDUCATION.


CURRENT EDUCATIONAL PUBLICATIONS.


Continued next week.
Address delivered at the Founder's day exercises at Propst college, March 9, 1920.


Part of a paper read at a conference on religious education at the University of Wisconsin.


Subjects included in bibliography: Infancy; early childhood; childhood; telling a story; the child and religion; child training; childhood and sex; kindergarten; play; the boy; the organized boy; the child; adolescence; psychology of religion; religious education; the public schools and religious education; the church and religious education; historical and practical ideals of education; moral education; psychology of education; pedagogy; Sunday-school teaching; teacher-training; handbook of special interest to the bulk of our readers; the Sunday-school as an organization; graded series of Sunday-school lessons; books on various subjects; index.

MANUAL AND VOCATIONAL TRAINING.


"The point of view of the English artisan who does not accept the present industrial system as permanent." His educational and industrial aspirations described.


896. Reed, Preston E. Place of printing in our high schools. Techn e (Pittsburg, Kans.) 3: 3-8, February 1920.


AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION; HOME ECONOMICS.


CURRENT EDUCATIONAL PUBLICATIONS.


Abbreviated version of an article in "Noticias de la sociedad agrícola." 8°.


A text-book on principles of budget-making and methods of keeping simple accounts. The book is divided into six sections, the sixth section dealing with problems of the higher life, such as savings, investments, education, home, recreation, etc.


Vol. 1--The family budget, Care of the baby, Home-furnishing, Textiles and sewing. Selection of clothing. Vol. 2--Care of the home, Cooking and serving, Selection of food, Lavender and hospitality.


A course in home repairs demonstrated in the high school at San Prairie, Wis.


Written in collaboration with the late Dr. Luther H. Cole. Facts for boys and girls concerning the good business of food, giving the children a more intelligent understanding of their food needs and habits.

PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION.
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Discuss the following topics: Attraction of the legal profession; Objections to entering it;
Personal qualities and training required for success in law practice; Ideals of the profession.


Says that if the science of medicine is to progress that each clinic of the hospital must be well equipped with laboratory in which the various techniques already developed in bacteriology, physiology, and chemistry can be used.


Development of state education. Legislation in Iowa for the surgical, medical, and hospital care of children and indigent adults, etc.


Discusses the influence of the war on medical education; ideals of modern medical teaching; the undergraduate curriculum; graduate medical study, etc.

CIVIC EDUCATION.


Preliminary report authorized by the North central association and presented at the annual meeting of the National association of secondary school principals in Cleveland, Ohio, February 23, 1920. Tabulates replies given to a questionnaire sent to each secondary school accredited by the North central association.


A course of study in citizenship as developed in the seventh grade of the training school of the North Carolina college for women.


Gives an analysis of some of the textbooks in civics in most common use, etc. Says that social studies including economic, social, and civic topics drawn from present-day life should be given a place in every student's curriculum in every year in the junior and senior high school.


Discusses the need of producing better racial stocks.


Gives a list of questions on citizenship that was submitted, without previous notification, in a part of the freshman class at Amherst college in October 1919. Grade the answers received, and comes to the conclusion that we need to develop early in the schools a permanent interest in public affairs, in the solution of public problems.


The National civic federation proposes to examine school and college textbooks in the light of American principles and to expose those things which are contrary to the convictions and the practice of the American people by law established and declared.

AMERICANIZATION.


This conference is an outgrowth of the National conference of Americanization workers, held in Washington in May under the auspices of the Department of the Interior.
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EDUCATION OF SOLDIERS.


Three addresses delivered on various scholastic occasions during 1920. The second address shows how the practical worth of the American scholar was tested and proved by the war. The third takes up several events in which American scholarship produced permanent value as the result of our war experiences.

EDUCATION OF WOMEN.


Collaborates the lack of opportunity in women's colleges for the expression of emotional attitudes toward life. Tends the subject under these heads: (1) Vocational interests; (2) sex interests; and (3) social interests.


924. Marin, Anne L. What to teach the high school girl. Trained nurse and hospital review, 64: 222-25, April 1920.

EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN.


Chapter headings of this book are: Statement of the problem, Development of repression, Symbolic thought, The child and the adult, Mental behavior of the child, Delinquency, The parent complex, Buried emotion, Child training, Muscle tension, The tyrant child, Teaching of right and wrong, Self and character.


Chapter headings of this book are: Close coordination of the classroom and the work room. Says that more language, more trade language, and teaching arithmetic should be added to the course of study.

REFORMATORY EDUCATION.


LIBRARIES AND READING.


The St. Louis public library as a social institution.


Some suggestions for a school library so that it may be of the greatest service.


By the director of the Enlarged program, American Library Association.


Describes the county library service in Santa Barbara county, California.
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